
 Weary Withdrawal

 Jim hated his job which, he expected, everyone did. The thrill of running through 

a burning building, intervening before car crashes, and all other matter of superheroic 

endeavors had abandoned him with his twenties. At 33, he devoted himself to the heroic 

task of keeping other men drowned in craft-beer to avoid the familiar suffering that had 

heralded his oncoming loss of hair.

 The worst thing about his job were the college kids -- touring a brewery like it was 

an aquarium. Admiring the casks of liquid and staring longingly, as if into the future, 

knowing with the certainty of a child that their looming adulthood meant alcoholic 

indulgence like their younger counterparts knew they'd be "Nemo" when they grew up.

 The old maxim that "you can give a man a fish" blah, blah, and blah couldn't be 

more apt for a college aged kid. You could tell them how despairing their future is, but 

they won't listen. They have to learn it for themselves, then still do nothing about it.

 It's not a perfect metaphor.

 It's unbelievable that college doesn't turn all these aspiring superheroes into just 

the opposite. You'd think partaking in all the bad behavior would be, y'know, bad for 

them. The sobering reality is that, growing up, we all want to be the very best of 

humanity, however we might define humanity, but school takes that away from us. It 

deludes us out of our delusions. Some of the really unfortunate ones keep pushing 

through, until it's too late to change course into anything even close to rewarding.

 Two young girls walked in. They looked like sisters. One dressed in the bright 

spandex that colored the local university's flags, the other decidedly younger. 

Succeeding them were two six-foot-something, if the backwards visors are anything to 



go by, fraternity bros at Phi Kappa Super. They looked like Christopher Reeves circa 

1976, before the paralysis and everything. Supermen -- and they acted like it. They left 

the girls to fetch a table, while they trailed off to the bathroom completely unaware of 

what two spandex-laden twenty-something-males traipsing to the bathroom together 

looked like to onlookers.

 They didn't seem to mind, the girls. In fact, they found a table for two and sat 

down. After a moment of chitter-chatter, when it seemed like the conversation had been 

exhausted of pleasantries, they looked around wildly and Jim realized no had brought 

them menus. So, of course, he took the honor.

 He handed them the menus with a smile, which pained his face with unfamiliarity. 

He opened his mouth to speak as the song "No Diggity" started playing, definitely too 

loud for the brewery. But Jim's handled bigger and better challenges, so he muscled 

through.

 He exchanged pleasantries with them. They spoke in soft, gentle voices. 

Definitely unfit for the boys they walked in with, if not the university itself. He wanted to 

whisper to them, like the good-natured sidekicks of super villains whisper to heroes, to 

run. Run away. Find someway to help the world that neither numbed it or required 

unnatural abilities. But he just walked away, the words that "their server would be with 

them soon" fresh off his lips.

 He couldn't help but listen to their conversation. They livened up with their server, 

Kat, whom Jim had been seeing until quite recently. They debated the effects of 

domestic super heroism on masculinity in male-norm/fem-super relationships. Kat 



offered a  biting glance when she caught Jim's over attentive ear -- something he didn't 

entirely have control over.


